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Before appearing in person Donald Trump has “Joseph Goebbels” brilliantly excite the crowd

LIVE Stream: Donald Trump Albuquerque New Mexico Rally - 5-24-16
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mK6irf5bXp0
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The English Woman Who Won Hitler’s Heart
May 22, 2016 Mike Walsh

Adolf Hitler’s popularity with women is not easily
dismissed as woman’s preference for powerful or rich
partners. The great statesman was not rich and lived the
life of an ascetic. Hitler never had a bank account; his
salary was re-directed to charity and he owned few
possessions.

Women are attracted to intellect; one such woman being
the English-born Winifred Wagner. Fate had arranged for
her marriage into the family of the classical composer
Richard Wagner. It was 1915 and the 26-year old Hitler
was fighting in the trenches of the Great War’s most epic
battles.
Winifred met Hitler following the Munich putsch in 1923.
During his imprisonment the German martyr was
supplied with food parcels sent by Winifred Wagner. The
packages included writing paper upon which he and
Rudolf Hess set down chapters of Mein Kampf.

It was Germany’s National Socialist government that
from 1933 breathed new life into the Bayreuth and
Salzburg Music Festivals. During each Bayreuth Festival
the German statesman and Winifred Wagner spent much
time together. Adolf Hitler stayed in an adjacent house
known as the Führer Haus.
Winifred’s companion by all accounts was the perfect
guest and conversationalist. The two friends and their
guests would talk the sun up in front of a roaring log fire.
Invitees of Hitler and Winifred were reportedly
spellbound by Hitler’s storytelling abilities. The
relationship between Winifred and Hitler was harmonious
but platonic. However, it was whispered that the two
might marry.
Such was the reverence in which these festivals were
held they continued during Germany’s darkest moments.
Later, due to devastation caused by ceaseless allied
bombing raids, few could afford to attend the Bayreuth
Festival. Arrangements were made for the seats to be
allocated to those deserving but least able to afford to
attend. The event was then packed with wounded
servicemen whose tickets were paid for by the
government.
Not once did Winifred Wagner’s faith in Hitler waver. She
remained steadfast, defiant and loyal. Following
Germany’s defeat the heir to the Wagner dynasty was
not imprisoned as were many great artistes. Nor was she
detailed to join a working party set to clear rubble
caused by allied carpet bombing. Siegfried Wagner’s wife
was however stripped of her position as head of the
Bayreuth Festival.
Disdaining her nation’s occupiers’ propaganda she
and her circle maintained a coded link by using the
term USA. This was in fact an acronym of ‘Unser
Selige Adolf’ (Our Beloved Adolf).
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Comments:

Winifred Wagner might have faded into obscurity had it
not been for a filmed interview in 1975. The producer,
Hans-Hurgen Syberberg told her the documentary’s
purpose was to discuss the Bayreuth Festival. But, aware
that Winifred Wagner was a close friend of Adolf Hitler he
had set a trap. As Syberberg put his trusting guest at her
ease the 78-year old lady shared her recollections of the
Bayreuth Festival. During the interview Syberberg made
pretence of turning off the recording equipment He then
invited her to express her recollections off the record of
the German leader. Winifred was candid:
If Hitler were to walk in through that door now, for
instance, I’d be as happy and glad to see and have
him here as ever. And that whole dark side of him,
I know it exists but it doesn’t exist for me because
I don’t know that part of him. You see, the only
thing that exists for me in a relationship with
somebody is my personal experience.
Winifred’s words were widely broadcast and condemned.
Today, as we mark Richard Wagner’s birthday (May 22
1813) we celebrate all Heroes of the Reich.
Click on the file to see a short presentation of HEROES
OF THE REICH

Mike Walsh
Mike Walsh was a freelance media writer and columnist
for thirty-years. The Irish journalist now writes and
broadcasts
solely
for
independent
alternative
media. History Without the Spin | Buy the Books
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Fredrick Toben
5 hours 31 minutes ago
There are still about 200 letters from Adolf Hitler’s and
Winifred Wagner’s extensive correspondence that have
as yet not been released by its custodian – I think it is
Verena Wagner who is holding them.
My view is that therein more matters of a personal
nature will appear – and knowing that cultured Hitler had
also written an opera, it is befitting that he would
welcome any close relationship with Winifred, whose bisexual husband Siegfried, died in 1930, the year in which
his mother, Cossima, also died.
Winifred’s sons were then in essence Adolf’s adopted
sons!
The role played by Eva Braun in this is so starkly
contrasted relationship remains a worry for me, so much
so that I wonder whether ……….

st
Robert Lloyd
1 hour 38 minutes ago
I love this story Michael… Interesting that it is women
like her and Reitsch that never ever backed down from
supporting the NSDAP even after 1945. The ‘new’ women
of today are pathetic supporters of liberalism and its
inbred hate for men. And I apologize to those few good
women we do have today.
http://www.renegadetribune.com/english-woman-wonhitlers-heart/
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Veda Advantage accused of providing incorrect credit information, refusing to fix errors
7.30. By Pat McGrath. Posted 25 May 2016
Australia's biggest credit reporting bureau, Veda
Advantage, has been accused of providing incorrect
information and refusing to fix errors on
consumers' permanent financial records — often
with disastrous consequences.
Key points
Veda accused of providing incorrect credit details
PHOTO: Credit reporting company, Veda, has been
accused of providing incorrect information and not being
Company holds credit information on 20 million
slow to correct it.(PA)
Australians
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Privacy commissioner receives 500 complaints per year
about incorrect details
Although most people have never heard of them, nearly
everyone in the country will have dealt with Veda.
The company keeps a detailed file on every Australian
who has ever applied for a loan or credit card, or signed
up for a utility or phone service.
According to its most recent annual report, that's 20
million people.
Credit reports enable banks and other credit providers to
check potential new customers' repayment records.
However, errors and misleading information regularly
creep onto consumers' personal credit files.
"I'm extremely concerned about Veda's care as the
custodian of this information," said Katherine Lane,
principal lawyer at the Financial Rights Legal Centre and
chair of the Australian Privacy Foundation.
Ms Lane regularly sees cases of people being denied
credit because of incorrect information on their files.
Do
you
know
more
about
this
story?
Email 7.30syd@your.abc.net.au
Bad credit rating sent to wrong person: Veda never
apologised

PHOTO: Mistaken identity: Ann Nguyen had difficulty
getting a mortgage, because of an error on her credit
report

Ann Nguyen had never even heard of Veda until she was
refused final approval on a mortgage from ANZ two years
ago.
Ms Nguyen had applied for the loan to buy her dream
home in Shellharbour, south of Sydney.
But the bank said it could not approve the loan because
there was a default judgement for unpaid owners
corporation fees on her personal credit record.
"I was shocked," Ms Nguyen told 7.30.
Upon further inspection, she discovered that the debt
belonged to a complete stranger.
"My full name is Thi Hong Hanh Nguyen and the person
that didn't pay their debt is Thi [H**n] Nguyen," she
said.

Even when Ms Nguyen presented Veda with a letter from
the creditor confirming the debt was not hers, the agency
refused to immediately remove the information.
They said she would have to wait 30 days.
"I said I don't have 30 days because I need my loan to
be fully approved so I can get the house," she said.
Luckily, Ms Nguyen was able to negotiate with the
property's vendor to wait a month for the full payment.
She says Veda never explained how the incorrect
information ended up on her file, and it never apologised.
Privacy commissioner receives 500 complaints a
year
Veda, which was bought by the US credit reporting giant
Equifax for $2.5 billion earlier this year, declined an
interview with 7.30.
In a statement, it said it does not comment on individual
cases for legal reasons.
"If there are mistakes on a consumer's credit report Veda
has strict timelines to respond," the statement said.
"If consumers are not satisfied with our findings they,
can demand a reinvestigation, or external dispute
resolution, or go to the Office of the Australian
Information Commissioner to lodge a complaint."
Privacy Commissioner Timothy Pilgrim told 7.30 his office
received about 500 complaints every year relating to
Veda and its competitors, which include Dunn and
Bradstreet, Experian and the Tasmanian Collection
Service.
"There's an obligation on all credit reporting bodies to
ensure that their information is correct," he said.
"So I would be hoping that there are systems in place to
make sure, to the greatest extent possible, that the
information credit reporting bodies are collecting through
credit providers is accurate and up to date.
"Because, if it's not, it can have serious ramifications on
people when they go to seek credit for, say, buying a
house."
7.30 has spoken to several other consumers who say
Veda has refused to remove incorrect information from
their records.
Some have taken legal action against the company, while
others have taken their complaints to the Financial
Ombudsman Service.
A 2013 survey by the office of the information
commissioner found that 30 per cent of people who
accessed their credit reports discovered errors in them.
http://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-05-25/vedaadvantage-provided-incorrect-credit-reports/7444392

_______________________________________________
Mark Cuban's lawyer attacks Facebook over Holocaust denial groups
Cuban's brother and company attorney says Facebook is violating its TOC by allowing Holocaust denial
groups that he says are illegal in some countries.
groups with names such as "Holocaust: A Series of
By Chris Matyszczyk,
Lies" and "Holohoax."
@ChrisMatyszczyk, Tech Culture,
His opinion is that this is not a First Amendment issue.
May 4, 20097:42 PM PDT
"The belief that the First Amendment protects speech in
the private social media arena or at your place of
Mark Cuban's brother and attorney for his companies,
employment is a common misconception," he says.
Brian, has written to Facebook demanding to know why
Facebook is able, as a private entity, to choose its own
the social-networking site allows Holocaust denial
rules with regards to free speech. However, he believes
groups.
its terms of service very clearly limit the content that
In a sustained and persuasive argument in his own
can be featured on any Facebook page.
blog, the Cuban Revolution, and hisTwitter feed,
You cannot "upload, post, transmit, share, store or
Brian Cuban lays out his objections to five Facebook
otherwise make available content that would constitute,
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encourage or provide instructions for a criminal offense,
violate the rights of any party, or that would otherwise
create liability or violate any local, state, national or
international law."

This is Auschwitz. I have been there. It is undeniably
real.CC Lumiere/Flickr

Although Holocaust denial is not illegal in the US, it is a
crime in Austria, Belgium, the Czech Republic, France,
Germany, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Israel, Slovakia,
and Switzerland.

To Cuban, any Holocaust denial group is clearly
committing an illegal act in those countries. He has
therefore written to Facebook asking the company why
it permits the five Holocaust denial groups he has found
on the site.
He says Facebook has not replied.
According to a tweet he sent Monday, Cuban suspects
that Facebook's belief is: "if the countries in which
H(olocaust) D(enial) is illegal do not complain, why do
anything."
However, last week Facebook saw fit to remove a KKK
group from the Isle of Man with 95 members.
So one might think it would have the manpower, legal
judgment, and basic humanity to at the very least
address the existence of these five groups that appear
to have a total of 357 members, some from countries in
which Holocaust denial is a crime.
Silence seems a very peculiar response indeed.
http://www.cnet.com/news/mark-cubans-lawyerattacks-facebook-over-holocaust-denial-groups/

________________________________________________
Aangirfan

EGYPTAIR MS804 CONPIRACY; ISRAEL; DRILL; TRUMP; RYAN
accordin g to CNN aviation analyst David Soucie.
dailymail
The EgyptAir flight MS804 could have been downed by a
smuggled Lockerbie-style timed bomb.
EgyptAir flight 'downed by timed bomb'
EgyptAir flight MS804 was hit on 19 May 2016.

The Israeli firm ICTS has been linked to 8 terror
incidents. ICTS runs the security at the Charles de Gaulle
airport, from which MS804 took off.

'Leaked data' indicates that Flight MS804 was on fire
before it crashed, as smoke alarms were sounding for
almost three minutes before it began its rapid descent.
The Aviation Herald
Experts have not ruled out the use of an 'incendiary
device'.
Smoke was detected in the avionics (electronics).
The final two alerts from the plane indicate faults with
the the flight control unit used by the pilot to input
instructions into the flight computer and the computer
that controls the plane's spoilers and elevator computers.

In April 2016, Paul Ryan was in Israel, inspecting Israel's
missiles. Paul Ryan

There was smoke and heat on a window near the co-pilot

On 20 May 2016, Moshe Yaalon, the Israeli Defense
Minister, resigned.
He said that Israel is being taken over by "extremist and
dangerous elements."
Israel's ex-defense minister: 'Extremist and dangerous
elements'

Israel shot down this passenger airline.
In early May 2016, Israel's Major General Yair
Golan compared recent trends in Israel to events in Naziera Germany.
Top IDF officer Yair Golan compares modern Israel to
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1930s Germany.
In 1973, Libyan Arab Airlines Flight 114 was shot down
by Israel.
Libyan Arab Airlines Flight 114

EgyptAir flight MS804
A relatively small quantity of explosive, planted in the
right place, can destroy an airliner in flight.
A strike by a surface-to-air missile, launched from a ship,
is also one possible cause.
EgyptAir flight MS804

The USA and its allies were holding a naval drill in the
approximate area where the Egypt Air MS804 came
down.

Plane Explosion .
EgyptAir flight MS804
"An Israeli newspaper quoted witnesses as saying they
saw a fireball in the sky around the time the plane
disappeared."
CBS DFW

"A defence ministry source said authorities were also
investigating an account from the captain of a merchant
ship who reported seeing a 'flame in the sky' in the
area."
AJE News / Ken Upal
AIRPORT SECURITY. Security at the Paris Charles
De Gaulle Airport 'is provided by the Israeli Firm
ICTS'.
EgyptAir flight MS804
John Goglia, a former US National Transportation Safety
Board member, said early indications point to a bomb.
"Given the fact that (the pilot) made those abrupt turns
without broadcasting any maydays would indicate to me
that something catastrophic like a device happened."

ISRAELI SECURITY.

In October 2015, a Russian passenger plane that took off
from an Egyptian Red Sea resort crashed in the Sinai,
killing all 224 people aboard. Russia said it was brought
down by a bomb.rred.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sUukqYnydV8
Israel Claims Intercept Success.

in

Did a missile or a bomb bring down Egypt Air MS804?

1. Security at the Paris Charles De Gaulle Airport 'is
provided by the Israeli Firm ICTS'.
ICTS has been linked to airport security on 9 11 and to
airport security when numerous other terror incidents
have occurred.
Goon Squad: Egypt Air Flight 804: Paris' Charles De
Gaulle Airport
2. The USA and its allies were holding a naval drill in the
approximate area where the Egypt Air MS804 came
down.
The Disappearance of Egypt Air Flight 804. /
Phoenix Express 2016 Commences - Navy
/ Exercise Phoenix Express gets under way in
Greece | Naval Today
3. The spooky friends of Donald Trump are blaming
Moslems for the E gypt Air incident on 19 May 2016.
Paul Joseph Watson @MI6/Mossad/CIA
5 hours ago
Egypt Air Crash: ‘Religion of Peace’ Strikes Again? http://www.infowars.com/egypt-air-crashreligion-of-peace-strikes-again/ … #EgyptAir
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Paul Joseph Watson writes that "suspicion focuses on the
pilot, and on potential jihadists who worked at Paris
airport."
4. Donald trump is blaming 'terrorists' for the 19 May
incident.
Israel successfully tests shipborne Iron Dome missile
interceptor

The Times of Israel - 1 day ago
Israel has successfully tested a maritime missile ...
dubbing it the “Iron Dome of the Sea,” the navy
announced on ... The Tamir-Adir system, which the IDF
said can shoot down ...
5. Goon Squad reminds us that ICTS France was reawarded the contract with Aéroports de Paris at Charles
de Gaulle and Orly airports
"ICTS provided 'security' to all airports used by the 9/11
thugs...

"ICTS also provided 'security' for the 'shoe and
underwear bombers'...
"ICTS is owned by an Israeli, Ezra Harel. Most of its
personnel are ex-Shin Bet officers."
6. French intelligence warned of ISIS (CIA-MOSSADNATO) attacks just before the EgyptAir Flight MS804
came down.
French intelligence warned of ISIS attacks before missing
EgyptAir Flight MS804

16 comments:
Mark19 May 2016 at 12:38 I'm with this see
Truthscoop.net/flight-804
Questions on the link-Islam or otherwise? 'Blaming Moslems'
ought to be accurate and proportional.
1. If at all? Not so quick on the “M this, and M that”. OK, if... to
be described - carefully done? Remembering, those holding
M faith but not for violence, might be listening? How might
they feel or respond? Perhaps alienated rather than
supporting and learning from certain, otherwise useful,
broadcasters/websites? We all need, all the allies, we can
get. Yes, got the Koran says this and that – which obv. isn't
interpreted, that way but thus-ways, by millions and… So
who 'we' talking about? More particular, less general thinking
and expression, needed. Yes, where there's evidence. Falseflags or street-life? But carefully does it. Reply
2. Anonymous19 May 2016 at 12:40 Excellent information
you're putting out there Aangirfan ... you are beacons of
light in the darkness ... love ya xx Reply
3. Greg Bacon19 May 2016 at 12:59 "...and on potential
jihadists who worked at Paris airport." Right,
'jihadists' named Ariel, Shlomo and Ehud. Watson will
one day hyperventilate himself to death. Reply Replies
1.
Anonymous20 May 2016 at 15:05 | |> | |3 |
2.
Anonymous23 May 2016 at 05:27 The question
now is whether the Egyptair MS804 in a hangar in
Israel (havng a minor paint job done) waiting for
the Euro 2016 Football Event to be sent back to
France to trigger WW3? Avigdor Leiberman is the
new MOD. Nothing is ruled out
3.
Reply
4. brabantian19 May 2016 at 17:50 Israeli ICTS 'Airport
Security' firm, history of major 'terrorism' incidents (at least
7 so far) 1982 - ICTS founded by 'former' Israeli Shin Bet
(internal state security) agents with Israeli airline
security 1989 - ICTS exposed as Mossad by Spain's leading
El Pais newspaper 1992 - ICTS runs security in Amsterdam
where in October El Al plane takes off with apparently
volatile cargo, perhaps chemical weapons, quickly crashes
into immigrant apartment tower, hundeds killed 2001 ICTS runs security at US airports for 'aeroplanes hijacked to
hit NY twin towers' 11 September 2001 New York WTC
demolition '9-11' 2001 - ICTS runs security at Paris airport
boarding Christmas-time 'shoe bomber' Richard Reid a
'British Muslim' 2009 - ICTS still running airport security in
Amsterdam where, Christmas-time again, ICTS shepherds

Nigerian ‘Underwear Bomber’ Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab
onto the aeroplane 2014 - ICTS still running airport security
in Amsterdam where it boards Malaysia flight MH-17 brought
down over Ukraine killing all aboard 2016 - ICTS running
airport security in Brussels for 22 March Brussels bombings
at Zaventem airport 2016 - ICTS still running airport
security in Paris, now for Egypt Flight 804 brought down over
Mediterranean 19 May killing all aboard again Reply
5. brabantian19 May 2016 at 18:08 [Amending earlier post actually at least 8 ICTS-related 'terrorism' incidents, 1 more
added here] Israeli ICTS 'Airport Security' firm, history of
major 'terrorism' incidents (at least 8 so far) 1982 - ICTS
founded by 'former' Israeli Shin Bet (internal state security)
agents with Israeli airline security 1989 - ICTS exposed as
Mossad by Spain's leading El Pais newspaper 1992 - ICTS
runs security in Amsterdam where in October El Al plane takes
off with apparently volatile cargo, perhaps chemical weapons,
quickly crashes into immigrant apartment tower, hundeds
killed 2001 - ICTS runs security at US airports for 'aeroplanes
hijacked to hit NY twin towers' 11 September 2001 New York
WTC demolition '9-11' 2001 - ICTS runs security at Paris
airport boarding Christmas-time 'shoe bomber' Richard Reid a
'British Muslim' 2005 - ICTS runs security for London bus
networks for July 'suicide bombings' near ICTS Tavistock
House headquarters 2009 - ICTS still running airport security
in Amsterdam where, Christmas-time again, ICTS shepherds
Nigerian ‘Underwear Bomber’ Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab onto
the aeroplane 2014 - ICTS still running airport security in
Amsterdam where it boards Malaysia flight MH-17 brought
down over Ukraine killing all aboard 2016 - ICTS running
airport security in Brussels for 22 March Brussels bombings at
Zaventem airport 2016 - ICTS still running airport security in
Paris, now for Egypt Flight 804 brought down over
Mediterranean 19 May killing all aboard again Reply
6. Ken Upal19 May 2016 at 23:50 THIS REPORT HAS TO GO
VIRAL, TODAY!!! EgyptAir Flight 804: Update 5 MAJOR
UPDATE! The satellite imagery = All details are known …
but are not provided to you on purpose so the false war on
terror can be continued and expanded and France can
extend its martial law nationwide. + update about the
New York Times their "missing" quote and more at
https://kenupal.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/egyptairflight-804-did-not-lose-altitude-just-vanished/ Reply
7. Anonymous20 May 2016 at 01:59 See Jim Stone's take on
that. IMO 99% hes damm rite. Reply
8. Newspaceman20 May 2016 at 02:45 The plane allegedly
took off from Paris at 21.09 GMT, that's 23.09 Paris time.
23.09 is 11.09. The alleged only British passenger, who
worked for a gold mine, is named Osman.In the UK, if the
police believe a person's life is in danger, they issue an
Osman warning. Reply
9.
Anonymous20 May 2016 at 12:21 The aviation and
general security services firm ICTS handles security operations
at Brussels airport, the scene of a bomb attack yesterday
morning. ICTS was established in 1982 by former members
of Shin Bet, Israel's internal security agency and El Al airline
security agents, and has a major presence around the world in
airport security including operations in the Netherlands,
Germany, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Japan and Russia. ICTS uses
the security system employed in Israel, whereby passengers
are profiled to assess the degree to which they pose a
potential threat on the basis of a number of indicators,
including
age,
name,
origin
and
behavior
during
questioning. Chairman of the Supervisory Board at ICTS is
Menachem J. Atzmon. Atzmon is a former Likud party member
who was indicted and convicted in 1996 in a fraud and
embezzlement case relating to the misappropriation of funds
raised by charities. Atzmon is also the CEO of the port
authority of Rostock in Germany. This will not, however, be
the first time that ICTS has come under scrutiny for possible
security lapses leading to a 'Muslim terror attack'. The
young knicker bomber. Groomed, sheep-dipped and
expended, to bring 'terror' to your doorstep. As the provider of
security services to Amsterdam's Schiphol airport and United
Airlines and US Airways, the firm's security system was
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criticized for somehow allowing erstwhile 'underwear bomber',
Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab, to "slip through" and board
Northwest Airlines Flight 253 to Detroit with explosive
materials on Christmas day 2009. The Christmas knicker
bomber, as he came to be known, was not your usual
disgruntled Arab or lowly Muslim acolyte. He was the son of
Nigerian banking mogul and former Nigerian government
minister Alhaji Umaru Mutallab, one of the richest men in
Africa. We're talking one of the African colonial elite here, an
African version of the British 'old boy's network'. While in
London, his son, the knicker bomber, lived in a ₤4 million
apartment in Mansfield Street, in the city's West End. He also
enjoyed access to visas for several different countries,
including the US. SOTT Reply
10. Ken Upal21 May 2016 at 01:18 EgyptAir Flight 804: Update
17 “JewsNews” Strikes Back… — EgyptAir Flight 804:
Update 16 From the alleged ACARS messages for flight 804
(image), more specifically the last two of the seven … it can
practically be guaranteed that indeed the airplane was taken
over by an outside party to the events – i.e. remote
hijacking. “Heading”, “speed”, “altitude” “spoiler and
elevator control” are what you would expect to be lost
control over when your aircraft is being piloted remotely by a
hostile person or group of persons. Remember: No photos
from the wreckage/debris after two days (and it has been
found allegedly when the press is to be believed) means
there is/was NO CRASH of flight 804 at all and, thus, it is
exactly as Ehab Mohy el-Deen said: “They just vanished”
(landed
offtarget). https://kenupal.wordpress.com/2016/05/19/egypt
air-flight-804-did-not-lose-altitude-just-vanished Reply
11. 'The George'21 May 2016 at 05:40 The stewardess, Samar
Ezz Eldin, had a photo of a downed aircraft in the

background where she is wading completely wet with a
suitcase in water. This picture was on her Facebook page.
Another was in Arabic. It was a prayer asking for
forgiveness. The words were not properly aligned in proper
sentence structure and some were missing. That has to put
her at the top of the list to carry on a device. She also had a
blue amulet common in Turkey as protection from 'the evil
eye.' http://www.conspiracycafe.com/apps/blog/show/43991380-french-intelligencewarned-the-country-was-clearly-being-targeted-by-isis-andwas-at-risk-of-a-new-form-of-attack-a-week-before-parisflight-to-egypt When conspiracy is reality then by definition
reality must be a conspiracy. Reply Replies
1.
Anonymous21 May 2016 at 15:10 That story about
a stewardess, plus a convenient photo of an aircraft
plunging into the sea somewhere in the background of
herself standing in the sea, was the very first theory
put forward on Italian TV. It has since been dropped.
2.
Reply
12. Greg Bacon21 May 2016 at 13:06 Paul Joseph Watson
writes that "suspicion focuses on the pilot, and on potential
jihadists who worked at Paris airport." Doesn't Watson
know his Yid buddies run the security at de Gaulle? Reply
13. Sophie22 May 2016 at 08:01 Thank you for doing the
research and posting this so quickly. I was trying to find
out if ICTS did the security on FLT 804 (as they did on
MH17 and 9/11). There's your smoking gun. Reply
http://aanirfan.blogspot.com.au/2016/05/egypt-airisraeli-firm-military-drill.html

_______________________________________________

How the Census Bureau Invented "Hispanics"

By Ryan McMaken
For anyone who's been following Major League Baseball
in recent years, it's apparent that the memo has gone
out that now is the time to wring one's hands over a lack
of African-American players. Just this month, Hank Aaron
lamented that MLB is "a dying sport as far as AfricanAmericans [are concerned.]"
But Aaron's concern only makes sense if one uses the
term "African-American" in the strictest sense possible.
That is, to see a significant decline in the number of
African-Americans, one must count only native-born
Americans of African descent, and not count the sizable
number of Major League players of African descent who
were born in places like Cuba and the Dominican
Republic.

Any casual observer watching baseball, upon hearing of
an alleged shortage of African Americans, might look at
Manny Ramirez, David Ortiz, and Yasiel Puig and wonder
why we're being told there are no black athletes. What
most people don't know is that those three men are often
counted in the government paperwork as "Hispanic" or
"Latino" rather than "African-American" because they
come from Spanish-speaking countries. From the point of
view of left-wing racial politics, however, there is no
relevant distinction here. People of African descent from
places like Cuba and the Dominican Republic are almost
all descended from slaves and are members of a poorer
socio-economic class in their home countries.
The fact remains that a great many "Latino" baseball
players — who now make up nearly 27 percent of all
players — are actually black Latinos.
However, because of the arbitrary classification system
invented by government census takers, black Latinos are
often excluded from being mentioned as AfricanAmericans by the high priests of racial politics in
professional sports.
"Hispanics" Did Not Exist Before the 1970s
Now, I don't exactly spend my days worrying about the
parochial and quaint concerns of sports commentators,
but this issue helps provide an illustration of the
confusion caused by the Census Bureau's modern
invention
of
the
category
known
as
"Latino"
or "Hispanic." The fact that blond-haired baseball player
Enrique Hernandez and Yasiel Puig are both given the
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same "Latino" designation by government statisticians
shows how these categories can be used to manipulate
our views of socio-economic classes and supposed racial
and ethnic divides.
Prior to the 1970s, the government in the United States
engaged in no systematic counting of Hispanics. Except
for a one-time inclusion of a "Mexican" race category on
the 1930 Census form, there was no special Census
category for people with roots in Spanish-speaking
countries until 1970. ("Mexican," by the way, is no more
a racial category than is "Canadian" or "Texan.")
As the Pew Research Center notes, it was only in 1970
that the federal government decided it was necessary to
begin keeping track of a "person's origin" with a list of
categories limited to Latin American and Caribbean
places including "Puerto Rico," "Mexico," and others. Only
on the 1980 Census did the term "Hispanic" begin to
appear, and only during the 1990s did the now-common
formula of indicating both Hispanic origin and race
appear. In this latter formula, someone who wishes to be
identified as Hispanic, must choose "Hispanic" and then
next is prompted to select a race. By 1990, the Census
Bureau finally figured out that "Hispanic" is not a racial
designation. The 1990 Census was also the first to
introduce the term "Latino."
Prior to 1970, though, "Hispanic" and "Latino" were by
no means formal terms on which to base public policy or
any sort of serious sociological endeavor. MexicanAmericans, who made up the largest Hispanic group at
the time, commonly identified themselves simply as
"Caucasian" which was more commonly used than
"white" at the time. (Thus, there's reason to believe that
older counts of the "white" population in places like
California and New Mexico inflate the number of nonHispanic whites present.)
For a variety of political reasons — including the potential
to expand government largesse — government agencies
invented the new category and began to shoehorn a
variety of different cultural and national groups into it. If
one really wished to learn something about socioeconomic realities, it would obviously be absurd to
include an ethnic Italian from Buenos Aires and someone
from an Indian village in Chiapas into the same group.
But that's what the Census Bureau in its wisdom has
decided is the correct way to categorize people.
Moreover, in the context of American interest groups,
discussing
both
Cuban-Americans
and
MexicanAmericans as a single group which must share common
interests is beyond useless and misleading.
Indeed, the whole exercise illustrates the very
arbitrariness
and
politically-motivated
nature
of
government attempts to separate, classify, and organize
human beings into the state's pre-conceived notions of
group identity.
However, as with all forms of government-imposed
statistical endeavors, state-imposed categories of
ethnicity have shaped and reinforced our own views of
reality.
Prior to the invention of government reporting on
economic trends, for example, there was no concept of
"the economy" as a thing that could be observed,
counted, and — most importantly — manipulated by
public policy. Since the 1930s, though, a non-stop
barrage of government statistics on "the economy" has
shaped and revolutionized our most basic notions of
economic growth, employment, and national policy.
With demographic categorization, the same situation
endures. If we can classify people, count them, and put

them in special groups, then we can use that data to
justify government attempts to manipulate those groups
either through special welfare programs or government
regulation.
Government Data Shapes Our Views of Ethnic Conflict

This isn't a modern invention, of course. State
governments in the 19th century commonly sought to
create racial categories that would identify the potential
slaves within the population, and later, efforts were
made to regulate marriages in a way that prohibited
interracial marriages. Indeed, the roots of government
marriage regulation largely stems from these attempts at
racial categorization.
Furthermore, it's not a coincidence that a racial category
for "Mexican" appeared on the 1930 Census as
something of an aberration. The 1920s and 1930s were a
high-water period for eugenics in the United States, and
there were numerous efforts to classify people along
racial lines for the purposes of micromanagement by
government agencies.
A look at the administrative history behind these efforts
leads one to be struck by the arbitrariness of it all,
although as a political tool, these attempts have been
quite enduring. As Jamell Bouie notes at Slate:
American racial categories are far from fixed, and who
counts as white is extremely fluid. “A hundred years
ago,” writes Ian Haney López in Dog Whistle Politics,
“firm racial lines elevated Anglo-Saxons over the
supposedly degenerate races from southern and eastern
Europe.” For a large chunk of the 19th century — and a
good deal of the 20th — America’s intellectual energy was
devoted to policing the boundaries of “whiteness.” Race
“scientists” like William Z. Ripley measured human skulls
and examined living standards to delineate the “races” of
Europe, linking head shape to supposedly racial qualities
like beauty and intelligence. Others used these
supposedly objective factors to exclude a variety of
different groups — Irish, Italians, Eastern Europeans —
from the American racial category, envisioned as a white
person of British or German stock. “White race
taxonomy,” writes Nell Irvin Painter in The History of
White People, “was evolving into notions of immigration
restriction and eugenics.”

This leads us to an interesting thought experiment that
highlights the implications of special government
categories like "Hispanic."
For example, if Italians were only several decades ago
labeled colloquially as a separate race, how is it that by
2015,
Italian-Americans
like
Antonin
Scalia
(a
descendant of a Sicilian immigrant) was considered to be
a member of the official white oppressor class?
It's quite possible that Eastern Europeans and Southern
Europeans moved so quickly from "swarthy inferior" to
"white oppressor" because their ethnic groups were
never codified into a special category by government
agencies.
Imagine, for example, that the Census and other
agencies had created a special category for "Slavs" who
are defined as descendants of people from Eastern
Europe. This would group together Russians, Poles,
Hungarians, Czechs, and others. The group includes
perhaps more than 20 million Americans today, with
concentrations in certain cities and states. Would we
today be arguing with each other about the "Eastern
European vote" and whether or not American welfare
policy pays enough attention to the "Slavic minority"?
What if, instead of the term "Hispanic" the Census
Bureau had created a more inclusive category simply
known as "Latin" which would include Americans of
Italian and Portuguese descent? Would Italians today still
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be seen as some kind of distinct minority instead of as
ordinary "whites"? Would we demand that the Scalia seat
remain the "Italian seat" on the court so as to cater to
this persecuted minority?
So much of our view today of identity politics is guided
not by how individuals choose to organize themselves,
but by government-invented categories.
The Role of the Media
The mass media then simplifies even further when it
routinely casts Hispanics as a group with interests in
opposition to those of whites. This simplification is
perhaps best illustrated by how the media routinely
ignores the fact that 53 percent of Hispanics self-identify
as "white." (Remember that Hispanics can be of any
race.) It makes little sense to speak endlessly of whiteHispanic conflict when half of the Hispanic population is
itself white. The implications of this extend even further
into all the talk about the future of the United States as a
"majority-minority" country. For example, Pew reports
"In 2014, Latinos will surpass whites as largest
racial/ethnic group in California." Pew usually pays more
attention to detail than this, but at least in this case, Pew
is using the lazy man's definition of Latino as necessarily
something other than white.
However, all this talk of whites becoming a minority
suddenly becomes a lot less interesting when one
considers that half of the largest minority group think of
themselves as white. Bouie noticed the obvious
implications:
Going forward, will white Hispanics see themselves as
part of a different race — light-skinned but distinct from

whites — or will they see themselves as another kind of
white? Will the government treat them as white in its
forms and surveys, and will so-called traditional white
Americans understand them as such? What about the
children of mixed marriages? As Pew points out, we live
in an age of intermarriage. More than 15 percent of new
marriages are between partners of different races, and
the large majority of them are Hispanic and Asian “out
marriage” to whites. Will these children retain a racial
identity, or will they join the vast tapestry of American
whiteness?
These are critical questions, since — in a country where
white Hispanics are just white, and Asians intermarry at
high rates — the white population of the United States
could stay steady or actually grow. [Emphasis added.]

Had the Federal government not invented the "Hispanic"
category, it's unlikely we'd be having this conversation at
all. If we remember that, historically, a great many
people of Latin-American descent simply identified as
Caucasian or American, whites would likely still be
counted by the government statisticians as — by far —
the largest ethnic and racial group. Even in California.
On the other hand, were this the case, the state would
be robbed of a myriad of opportunities to categorize
people into special interest groups while stoking ethnic
conflict, which also happens to conveniently justify a
myriad of government interventions into the daily lives of
families, businesses, and individuals.
Note: The views expressed on Mises.org are not
necessarily those of the Mises Institute.
http://mises.us1.listmanage2.com/track/click?u=bf16b1
52ccc444bdbbcc229e4&id=b0f10fc178&e=865666ed56
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Flucht vor Flüchtlingen:
Wenn Deutsche vor Flüchtlingen nach Ungarn fliehen
24.05.2016
Anna Klühspies, Anna Tillack

Gleich wird Ehepaar Kirsch das Geschäft ihres
Lebens abschließen– in diesem Zimmer in einem Dorf
irgendwo südlich vom Plattensee.
Ottmar Heide, Immobilienmakler: „Doris, ich
gratulier dir …“
Jetzt sind die beiden Deutschen stolze Besitzer eines
kleinen Hauses. Zurück nach Deutschland wollen sie
auf keinen Fall:
Ehepaar Kirsch: „Ich hätte Angst in Deutschland.“
Report München: „Sie hätten Angst? Vor was?“
Ehepaar Kirsch: „Vor den jungen Männern, wo
kommen jetzt. Es hat ja niemand etwas dagegen,
wenn irgendwelche Familien kommen mit Kindern,
da hat ja jeder Verständnis für. Aber was man halt im
Fernsehen gesehen hat, wir waren jetzt selber in der
letzten Zeit nicht mehr in Deutschland, was man so im
Fernsehen gesehen hat, da hast du ja nur, auch

Familie mit Kindern, dann halt diese vielen jungen
Männer.“
Auch ihre Bekannten in Deutschland würden gerne
auswandern, aber nicht alle haben genug
zurückgelegt, erzählen sie. Auf dem Weg ins neue
Haus – Beobachtungen aus dem Auto …
Ehepaar Kirsch: „Die läuft zwischen den Bäumen
jetzt. Da läuft sie. Da wird sich gleich rauskommen.
Das kann aber auch eine ungarische Muslimin sein,
hier läuft sie jetzt gerade. Sieht aber eher so aus als
wenn sie eine Inderin wäre oder sowas. In Ungarn
sind ja wenige Muslime, das muss man dazu sagen.
Ich glaube ein Prozent oder zwei Prozent, ganz ganz
gering.“
Hier glauben sie jetzt, sicher zu sein…
Ungarn – schon lange beliebtes Urlaubsziel und
Wahlheimat vieler Deutscher: Die Bevölkerung ist
überwiegend christlich, Migranten gibt es kaum. Aber
die Menschen in Ungarn sind auch deutlich ärmer als
in den westlichen Nachbarstaaten.
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Abseits der rausgeputzten Uferpromenade zeigt sich
oft dieses Bild – vieles steht leer, Häuser werden zu
Schleuderpreisen von Maklern angeboten. Die
meisten Kunden seien deutschsprachig. Sie kommen
wegen der billigen Immobilien sagt Makler Ottmar
Heide. Aber seit September verstärkt auch aus einem
anderen Grund:
Ottmar Heide, Immobilienmakler: „Wegen der
Flüchtlinge und was sie dann mehr zahlen müssen.
Von zehn Anfragen sind acht Stück, die aus diesem
Grunde Deutschland verlassen wollen.“
Auch auf Facebook wird rege übers Auswandern nach
Ungarn diskutiert. Immobilienbüros um den Balaton
bestätigen uns diesen Trend. Auf dem Weg zur
nächsten Hausbesichtigung. Makler Heide wird
wieder auf unzufriedene Deutsche treffen.
Michael Müller. Auch er will Deutschland für immer
verlassen.
Hausbesitzer: „Ein original altes ungarisches
Bauernhaus.“
In den letzten Monaten hat er die AfD unterstützt.
Doch das reicht ihm nicht mehr. Er will seinen Job als
Informatiker aufgeben, um früher nach Ungarn
auswandern zu können.
Michael Müller: „In meiner Heimatstadt, wenn ich
dort mittags oder nachmittags durch die Innenstadt
gehe höre ich ja kaum noch einen Satz, der
grammatikalisch richtig gesprochen wird. Das ist
insofern für mich schon ein Indiz, dass also selbst
kleine Städte schon überfremdet sind.“
Damit meint Michael Müller seine Heimat in
Nordrhein-Westfalen. Seine Meinung: Die Integration
sei gescheitert.
Report München: „Aber finden Sie gut, dass es hier
wenig Flüchtlinge gibt?“
Michael Müller: „Ja, das finde ich schon in Ordnung,
den Punkt finde ich gut. Das Durchwinken der
Flüchtlinge hier gerade in Ungarn wo wir ja schon in
Ungarn jetzt sind hat ja keine wirkliche
Notwendigkeit. War ja nicht so, dass es eine
humanitäre Katastrophe war. Die Leute waren ja jetzt
nicht am Verhungern. Die wollten einfach nur
weiter.“
Die Realität: Im vergangenen September sitzen
tagelang tausende Flüchtlinge im Herzen der
ungarischen
Hauptstadt
fest,
unter
menschenunwürdigen Bedingungen. Bilder, die in
Ungarn in Zukunft keiner mehr sehen soll.
Ministerpräsident Viktor Orbán lässt einen Zaun
bauen, riegelt sein Land ab. Ein Großteil seines
Volkes steht hinter ihm.
Eva: „Muslimische Leute gehören nicht zu uns, fertig.
Ungarn ist ein katholisches Land und Europa

eigentlich. Das gehört nicht zu uns und fertig ...“ …
sagt Eva. Sie ist Ungarin, ihr Partner Österreicher, die
Nachbarn Deutsche. „Besorgte Bürger“ schaffen sich
hier ihr ganz persönliches Paradies. Simone und
Lothar Luther helfen beim Renovieren. Sie sind vor
zwei Monaten aus Nordhessen an den Plattensee
gezogen. Wegen des Klimas, des Sees – und:
Lothar Luther: „Weil es keine Flüchtlinge gibt und
weil hier die Polizei auch präsent sich zeigt, wir
haben uns mit den Einheimischen unterhalten, die
fühlen sich wohl. Die sagen, die Polizei fährt zwei,
dreimal durch den Ort, das ist doch toll.“
Für den Umzug gibt Simone Luther sogar ihren Job
als Friseurin auf. Sie erinnert sich an ihre Ängste in
Deutschland:
Simone Luther: „Da wollte ich abends joggen da
sagt der Jürgen, mach es nicht, ist jetzt nicht so gut.
Wir wissen nicht, was es für Leute sind. Ich will ja
niemandem Unrecht tun, aber es ist fremd und man
hat halt auch Panik davor, was noch kommt. Wenn
die Moscheen gebaut werden. “
Wir fahren nach Budapest, zeigen unsere Aufnahmen
dem Politikwissenschaftler Peter Kreko. Er ist
Experte für rechten Populismus in Europa:
Peter Kreko, Politologe, Budapest: „Ich bin sehr
überrascht, ich wusste nicht, dass es sowas gibt. Ich
weiß, dass es Schweden gibt, die auswandern. Die
waren alle in irgendeiner Form politisch aktiv.“
Kreko warnt, dass die vereinfachten Erklärungen der
Populisten vor allem die Ängste normaler Bürger
befeuern.
Peter Kreko, Politologe, Budapest: „Mit ihren
populistischen Ideen zerstören das Vertrauen in die
etablierten Institutionen, aber ohne die kann eine
Demokratie nicht überleben.“
Der Plattensee – für manche Deutsche offenbar letzte
Bastion des christlichen Abendlandes. Hierher fliehen
die Deutschen also vor den Flüchtlingen.
Report München: „Kennen sie selber auch
Flüchtlinge?“
Ehepaar Kirsch: „Den von Sri Lanka, weißt. Ach ja,
den Asylanten. Da kannst du mal sagen, dass wir
nicht unbedingt gegen die sind. Nene, wir haben sie
eingeladen zum Kaffee, also Rassisten oder sowas –
Aber man muss sagen, es ist schon länger her. “
Abends nach den Besichtigungen. Michael Müller hat
seine Entscheidung getroffen:
Michael Müller: „Wir werden sicherlich uns
entscheiden hierherzugehen, das ist sicher.“
Stand: 24.05.2016|Bildnachweis
http://www.daserste.de/information/politikweltgescheh
en/report-muenchen/videos/flucht-vor-fluechtlingenwenn-deutsche-vor-fluechtlingen-nach-ungarn-fliehen100.html
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Caught on camera, the shocking moment mob of protesters surround police car during violent
Paris protests before smashing windows and setting it on FIRE with officers trapped inside


The frightening video, posted on YouTube, shows the car develop into a burning fireball after
being attacked by a masked mob

Shockingly when one of the officers has to leave the vehicle he is brutally assaulted by one of the
protestors

Four men have now been arrested on attempted murder charges

France has seen near-daily protests against labour reform since March

Police have clashed with protesters, and claim that they are targeted

Police protested themselves on Wednesday - denouncing the violence
By ASSOCIATED PRESS and SARA MALM FOR MAILONLINE
PUBLISHED: 23:09 EST, 18 May 2016 | UPDATED: 11:24 EST, 19 May 2016
Terrifying video footage shows a Parisian police car being smashed to pieces and set ablaze while the
officers are still inside.
In the shocking footage a violent mob hurls missiles and breaks the windows of the vehicle, on a day
where police across France were themselves protesting at the excessive force used by protestors.
When one of the policemen is forced to exit the car he is set upon by a masked male who viciously attacks
him.

When the officers then make a hasty retreat their vehicle erupts into a burning fireball.

Terrifying video footage shows a Parisian police car being smashed to pieces and set ablaze while an officer is still
inside
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3596420/French-police-protest-against-violence.html
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